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SPEECH BY THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY MEMBER FOR ALBERT PARK, MR. 
HARRISON, ON BEHALF OF THE PREMIER, TO FEDERATION OF AUTOMOTIVE 
PRODUCTS MANUFACTURERS DINNER, GLEN OSMOND. 12.8.74. 

Mr. Masien, ladies and gentlemen : 
Thank you very much for inviting me to speak to you tonight. 

May I first of all repeat Mr. Dunstan's apology that he cannot 
himself be here. He very much wished to be and was forced to 
defer the engagement only with reluctance when it became 
essential. He is, as I'm sure you are aware, presently concerned 
in a series of national talks on matters of very direct interest 
to everyone in this room. 

Secondly, may I extend a special welcome to your interstate guests 

When the original invitation was issued you asked the Premier to 
speak on the automotive industry generally as it affects South 
Australia. And this is the topic I intend to talk about this 
evening. 

In doing so, my remarks are those which Mr. Dunstan would have ' 
made hr.d he been able to be present. 

First, as they say, the good news. 

The South Australian Government has just provided the local 
industry with a major shot in the arm. 

Chrysler Ltd have been awarded the 1974-75 State Supply contract 
for vehicles. It's an order worth some $2i millions and is the 
largest the State Government has ever given the company. It will 
assist the company in maintaining a satisfactory employment 
situation over the next 12 months - a period which may well not 
be the easiest in the industry's history. 

If I may now turn to the general situation of the industry in this 
State. 

As you will be well aware, the post-war industrial development of 
South Australia has to a considerable extent evolved around the 
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automotive and componentry industry. Include in this the manufacture 
of domestic appliances and you have the dominating industries. 

The 1969-70 economic census showed, in fact, that they accounted 
for some 36% of employment in the Adelaide metropolitan area in 
that year. 

The State Government is acutely conscious of the heavy dependence 
placed on these industries for employment in the metropolitan area 
and of their significance to the State economy as a whole. 

It is also well aware of the disadvantages arising from this rather 
narrow industrial base, especially the instability in employment 
which it engenders. These are industries which are very sensitive 
to changes in economic conditions. 

This is why a major Government effort has been undertaken to find 
suitable new industries fo.r the State and to devise new ways of 
attracting them. 

There has been considerable success. But it is a lengthy process 
and the automotive and white goods complex remains the key for the 
present. 

In this total context passenger motor vehicle manufacture has 
been of prime importance - representing nearly a fifth of the 
State's manufacturing sector. 

In addition to this direct contribution, the industry generates 
significant employment and income in other supporting and service 
industries - such as transport and materials handling, toolmaking, 
basic metal products, protective clothing, safety equipment and 
so on. In fact the jobs of some 23,000 South Australians are 
directly or indirectly sustained by motor vehicle manufacture. 

The location of this industry here in the late 1940»s was accepted 
by the Federal Government as consistent with its policy of 
decentralisation and its subsequent growth has been encouraged 
by both Federal and State Governments. 

This is the basis of the State Government's present concern. 
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It is anxious to secure the maximum degree of diversification. It 
is also deeply concerned to.preserve a high level of activity in 
the motor vehicle industry. This it has been at pains to point 
out to the Commonwealth Government in its consideration of any 
changes in tariff policy, changes which could so dramatically affect 
it. 

The Commonwealth Government is committed to a policy of decentralisa-
tion from the major metropolitan to country areas. So, too, is the ; 
South Australian Government - as is reflected in the decision to 
build the new city of Monarto and the nomination of the iron and 
green triangle regional growth centres. 

But it must also be accepted that from a national point of view -
a decision to go to South Australia including the Adelaide area -
is itself a decision for decentralisation. 

The decision to locate the motor vehicle industry here was a 
decision for decentralisation - activated in large part by defence 
needs. 

It has had and continues to have profound social consequences for 
the people of this State. Any central Government decision affecting 
the industry would have immediate and possibly serious consequences 
here - social as well as economic. 

Also the establishment of the automotive industry here has been in 
itself a potent force in establishing Adelaide as an alternative 
manufacturing location to Melbourne and Sydney. Indeed, were it 
not for this factor those already congested cities would have still 
more aggravated growth problems. Any reduction in our involvement 
in motor vehicle manufacture could reduce our ability to contribute 
to decentralisation in the national context. 

This then is the background to why it is the view of the South 
Australian Government that the Commonwealth in any decisions 
affecting the automotive industry should bear very much in mind the • 
employment opportunities it generates in or near Adelaide and the 
climate it provides for attracting other industries. It is why the 
Government has pressed this view to members of the Federal Government 
and to the Industries Assistance Commission and why it will continue 
to do so. 

Thank You. 
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It is anxious to secure the maximum degree of diversification. It 
is also deeply concerned to preserve a high level of activity in 
the motor vehicle industry. This it has been at pains to point 
out to the Commonwealth Government in its consideration of any 
changes in tariff policy, changes which could so dramatically affect 
it. 

The Commonwealth Government is committed to a policy of decentralisa-
tion from the major metropolitan to country areas. So, too, is the 
South Australian Government - as is reflected in the decision to 
build the new city of Monarto and the nomination of the iron and 
green triangle regional growth centres. 
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